
The Hedge Fund 
guide to monitoring

How monitoring solutions can help 
avoid lost opportunities 



Using monitoring to 
protect alpha generation
Hedge funds rely on generating alpha; or providing a better rate of 
return than traditional investment vehicles. This is both to attract 
investment and satisfy existing investors. But as markets become 
increasingly efficient, finding and realizing alpha is more difficult1.

So, the last thing a hedge fund needs is more risk. Especially the kind 
that can be easily identified and prevented – in other words failures in 
its technology stack. If one piece of technology fails, the fund can miss 
revenue-generating opportunities. 

In this ebook, ITRS examines how by monitoring a hedge fund’s 
complete IT stack, it can prevent and manage the risks of the critical 
technology failures that torpedo alpha. 
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1: https://www.evidenceinvestor.com/tag/incredible-shrinking-alpha/
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Hedge funds and technology 
Hedge funds pride themselves on their independence:  

• They invest their own money in their funds 

• They build their own technology using cutting-edge 
solutions (StatsD and Open Telemetry, dynamic 
environments). 

Yet they are also dependent on having constant low-
latency visibility of trade flow technology:

• Real-time data sources

• OMS (order management systems) and trading 
systems

• External networks & applications

• Third-party services such as clearing and prime 
brokerage.

Using in-house, customized and the most current 
technology makes this visibility problematic, and many 
monitoring tools are not fit for purpose. In-house built 
trading applications need tailored and customizable 
monitoring.  

Real-time monitoring, to ensure everything is working 
as it should be, is “table stakes.” Without it they cannot 
compete in the alpha game. 
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IT failure? 
No alpha, lots of risk
Critical technology failures can come from anywhere: 

IT systems from data centers, cloud providers, or servers must be 
functioning at peak performance to achieve efficient trading.  

Market data feeds are crucial to knowing where market prices 
are. Stale quotes and latency mean traders miss the market.  

Order management systems (OMS) are essential for entering 
and processing trades through the system. If they break down, 
trading fails.  

Risk management systems validate trades against trading 
limits or financial exposure and ensure they do not run afoul of 
regulatory compliance. If they malfunction, either the deal could 
be cancelled or face regulatory fines.  

Back-office systems like clearing and settlement ensure the 
trade is completed. If a trade is not completed, there is no alpha 
to be gained.
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Monitoring hedge 
fund workflow
Below is a typical hedge fund tradeflow dashboard, showing the live 
status of a firm’s trade process. It gives visibility into the performance 
of the apps in the trade stack and how they relate to each other, as well 
as indication of any issues. 

This example shows good monitoring instrumentation of the apps and the actual trade environment. 

Trade workflow
In general, objects on the left of the dashboard are used to make 
decisions in the middle, and then trades are routed and registered 
against clearing and execution on the right. 

Typically, data flows from left to right. The exception is that every 
trade has an acknowledgement (ack). This ack will flow from the 
execution venue all the way back to the source system on the 
left, indicating the trade was handled, and booked. In the process 
of trading, an enormous amount of data is collected, processed, 
analyzed, and assessed for problems underneath. In the diagram, this 
shows as the red, amber, and green determinations.
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More alpha, less risk
Knowing what is working – and what is not – at any given 
moment during the trade workflow only happens with 
good monitoring. It makes the difference between hedge 
funds snapping up alpha, or careering into trouble. 

These high-stress trading environments demand high-
quality monitoring that enables them to see the status of 
all the components in real time. 

Monitoring multitudes of systems and apps using 
disparate vendors takes time and adds cost. Only by 
using a single-pane-of-glass view of all its data feeds, 
trading systems, networks, applications, and third-party 
services can a hedge fund be sure it has the visibility it 
needs to produce alpha. 

It needs:

• An end-to-end view of trading infrastructure

• To improve operational performance

• To proactively address any infrastructure 
weaknesses.

It needs ITRS Geneos, a single integrated system 
that achieves a real-time, end-to-end view of trading 
infrastructure including applications, transaction flows 
and connections to external services.
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How ITRS Geneos 
can help
ITRS Geneos helps users achieve operational 
excellence by automating essential operational 
processes, anticipating potential bottlenecks 
and service shortfalls. The system identifies 
underperforming trading components and 
performance inconsistencies across the trade 
lifecycle. This proactive approach can help address 
infrastructure weaknesses before they affect 
business, as well as helping to prioritise investment in 
trading infrastructure.

ITRS Geneos is the only commercial platform with 
financial-services-specific integrations, such as market 
data and FIX (Financial Information eXchange) protocol 
monitoring, offered as out-of-the-box capabilities. 

ITRS Geneos custom dashboards are unique in the 
ability to string together an investment lifecycle 
ecosystem.  Other tools can only dashboard one 
application at a time – they cannot display flows 
and dependencies.

For more information about ITRS Geneos, please 
request a demo by clicking below.

Key features:

• ITRS Geneos API and development 
toolkits fully support the 
integration of custom applications.

• Understanding of value at risk, 
should a major market outage 
occur.

• Proactive alerts provide early 
warning of impending system 
issues.

• Automated corrective actions 
ensure business continuity.

• Customized dashboards provide 
instant visibility into the entire 
environment for front-office IT and 
market data management.

• Analysis of relative data latency 
between different market feeds, 
presents system managers with 
a continuous picture of overall 
market data performance.

REQUEST A DEMO

For more info visit
www.itrsgroup.com

https://www.itrsgroup.com/products/geneos
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